ASME is excited to introduce three new additive manufacturing programs at PTC’s LiveWorx Digital Transformation conference this June in Boston! Join the over 5,000 other professionals from engineers to executives to learn, network, and share how new cutting-edge technologies are transforming the manufacturing landscape.

**Additive Manufacturing Leadership Forum** This half-day cross-industry forum brings together executives who are focused on deploying a disruptive technology to gain a strategic advantage, rethink and rebuild their design and manufacturing workflows, and reconfigure business models. *(Tuesday morning, June 19)*

**Additive Manufacturing Track** Additive Manufacturing experts will share the latest applications, design techniques, technology developments, and time-saving strategies which are driving the industrial adoption of metals additive manufacturing by addressing challenges and exploiting new product design capabilities. *(Tuesday afternoon, June 19)*

**DfAM Workshop** The workshop will provide the foundational know-how for engineers and interested professionals considering incorporating additive manufacturing based solutions. *(Wednesday all-day 2 sessions, June 20)*

**Special ASME Member Rates:** $295 Leadership Forum, additional $495 for All-Access Pass to LiveWorx 2018 (4 days)

Please contact Israr Kabir at ASME to receive the special event rate code: kabiri@asme.org or 212-591-8374

Learn more at liveworx.com;